
Appsheet
Introduction

Appsheet view is used to save the Bulk data & add data to the
form.We can get data from excel to appsheet & Viceversa.

How to Enable Appsheet view:
To enable appsheet view to the form, login to relgoapps using token.
Choose an application from my applications to which the appsheet view
needs to be enabled.

The below screen shows the available applications in the account. Click
on designer to proceed further.

Choose an application & click on designer parallel to the application.



To enable appsheet view to the form, first we need to choose the form
from widgets---> Manage form.
Choose the form from existing forms, if user wants to create a new form
refer to Manage form docs.

After selecting the form all the fields are auto filled according to the data
saved previously.
Check the appsheetview checkbox to apply appsheet view to the form.



Thus the appsheetview has been enabled to the selected form.
The next step is to add Data to the form.

Add data to the Form:
To add Data to the form click on dashboard which is parallel to the
application & choose the form to which user needs to add the data as
shown below.

To enable Appsheet view user needs to click on appsheet view which is
shown above.



The above screen is the appsheet view from here we can add data for the
form

Save: It is used to save the added data
Save as: Used to save the file to the local
Open: It is used to open the saved files.
Shared files: It is used to view the shared files from another use
Delete: It is used to delete the file
NEWROW: It is used to add the New row
Choose file: Choose an external excel file
Upload: To upload the external file to the appsheetview.



Add data in the provided field, once data adding is completed click on
save to save the data as shown above.



We can save appsheets by selecting rows and click saveas button and give
name of that appsheet
We can share the saved appsheets to different accounts from my appsheet
form.


